
Nagoy� Japanes� Cuisin� Men�
16639 50 St NW, T5Y 0S4, Edmonton, Canada
+17807588899 - https://nagoyaexpress.ca/

Here you can find the menu of Nagoya Japanese Cuisine in Edmonton. At the moment, there are 17 menus and
drinks on the menu. You can inquire about changing offers via phone. What Owen Bradley likes about Nagoya

Japanese Cuisine:
Wonderful atmosphere, delicious food, and friendly service. Everything that you could ask for in a relaxing dining

experience!Vegetarian options: Lots of vegetarian and vegan-friendly options. read more. What Andrew King
(Twitch) doesn't like about Nagoya Japanese Cuisine:

Food was decent nothing special, the waitress was extremely annoying tried to flirt for a tip in front of my wife!
which is extremely unprofessional. She also made it difficult to order a 16 piece vegetarian combo, acted like I

was asking for some magical deal or something, then 3 times or so made comments about how little we ordered
like we were wasting their time!! Even tho we ordered 3 different things and the bil... read more. In the Nagoya
Japanese Cuisine from Edmonton, using a lot of freshly harvested vegetables, fish and meat, easy-to-digest,

tasty Japanese dishes are prepared, Delicious particularly are the Maki and delicacies like Inside-Out that this
restaurant is known for. Look forward to the enjoyment of tasty vegetarian meals.
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Sush� Roll�
SUSHI

Appet�er
TEMPURA

Sonstige�
SASHIMI

Japanes� specialtie�
MISO SOUP

Sp�ia�-Nudel�
UDON

Nude�-Reisgericht�
CHOW MEIN

Appet�er Fro� Sush� Bar
TUNA TATAKI

Restauran� Categor�
VEGAN

VEGETARIAN

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SOUP

SALAD

Ingredient� Use�
SHRIMP

TERIYAKI

MISO

CHICKEN TERIYAKI

CHICKEN

TUNA
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